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Background

• NCODA has created initiatives known as Positive Quality Interventions (PQI) and Treatment Support Kits (TSK).

• Both of these platforms are built with the purpose of providing materials to communicate and educate the NCODA community on various clinical and operational interventions supporting the standardization of medically integrated oncology dispensing practices based on evaluated study data and fellow professional experiences.

• NCODA looks to demonstrate the high performing standards of NCODA member practices and how well they are able to utilize and implement PQIs and TSKs

Objectives

• To study the correlation between interventions in practice and discontinuation rate of selinexor

• To understand the implementation of positive quality interventions and treatment support kits with oncology healthcare professionals

• To engage NCODA’s community of healthcare professionals to better serve their oncology patients both clinically and operationally

Methods

• This project will be using and implementing the PQI “Selinexor Patient Management” as the educative resource

• NCODA will reach out to volunteer member practices who are utilizing selinexor to provide complimentary TSKs and PQIs

• NCODA will help educate practices on the referenced PQI and utilization of the TSKs

• Practices are instructed to assign study patient numbers based on practice location and patient initiation of selinexor to remove usage of PHI

• Information collected includes patient dose, follow-up documentation, prescription fill dates and medication discontinuation using a brief data collection form with the total program running over the course of approximately 18 months

• Collected data will be analyzed for changes in discontinuation behavior and duration of therapy

Benefits to practices

• Demonstrating high-level care performed by the respective medically integrated care teams

• Low-burden workflow to implement research plan into practice

• No unnecessary exchange of personal health information

• Helping promote standardized and effective oncology care nationwide

Conclusion

• The Positive Quality Interventions and Treatment Support Kits are communicative and educational resources for NCODA members to provide best practices to their patients both clinically and operationally

• Future study updates will include changes in duration of therapy and discontinuation rate

• For more information, including how to have your practice participate: email contact@ncoda.org

Current Statistics

• There are 17 Practices involved as of April 2021

• There have been over 100+ Treatment Support Kits distributed

TSK Contents

• Selinexor Treatment Booklet
• Treatment Journal and Calendar
• Digital Thermometer
• Water Bottle
• Loperamide Hydrochloride Caplets

Excerpts of selinexor materials (Updated as of April 2021)

- Selinexor Tips
  - Tips for managing side effects
  - Importance of monitoring
  - Patient education materials

- Patient Management
  - Patient education booklet
  - Calendar
  - Digital thermometer
  - Water bottle
  - Loperamide caplets

- Treatment Support Kits
  - Materials for patient education and support

Current Status

- 17 Practices involved
- Over 100 Treatment Support Kits distributed

Benefits

- Demonstrating high-level care performed by the respective medically integrated care teams
- Low-burden workflow to implement research plan into practice
- No unnecessary exchange of personal health information
- Helping promote standardized and effective oncology care nationwide

Methods

- Using and implementing the PQI “Selinexor Patient Management” as the educative resource
- Reaching out to volunteer member practices utilizing selinexor
- Educating practices on PQI and TSK utilization
- Assigning study patient numbers
- Collecting data on patient dose, discontinuation, and medication

Objectives

- Study correlation between interventions and discontinuation rate
- Understand implementation of quality interventions and treatment support kits
- Engage NCODA’s community to serve patients better

Conclusion

- NCODA members will receive best practices
- Future study updates will be included
- More information available at contact@ncoda.org

Current Statistics

- 17 Practices involved
- Over 100 Treatment Support Kits distributed

TSK Contents

- Selinexor Treatment Booklet
- Treatment Journal and Calendar
- Digital Thermometer
- Water Bottle
- Loperamide Hydrochloride Caplets